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1
Sentences in Arabic 

(constructed with verbs following 
their order as in the textbook). 
Copy the sentences, vowel and 

translate them into English. 
Then compare the exercise with 

the given vowelled sentences,
 page 13, 

translation, 
page 24.
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2
Vowelled sentences in Arabic 

(constructed with verbs 
following their order as in the textbook). 

They are the same as 
the non-vowelled sentences, 

page 4, 
translation, 

page 24.
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. 9n2,¢,2!+%5 9[%'2,S,P!+ 9[%A!;%L B",D%+ ,"#&Bt'( ,�,t#\%/

.*%S%;#&!¡ xH,a( ,:B;%D,R
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.,exI,8 ,e%' ,e,'2,<%R *%I M%'!m ,"#&Bt'( ,W!A%.#P%/
.!c!?%d !>*%s!.#`!h( ![%N*%F K!U 3w/2%¡ ,�#E%s%.#`!(

.%E%�u%5 9O!!� %T#@%+ M!|*%F!1#_%8 2,N#6%8
.9>5,E,7 B",D!+ !f(%1%]#'( !H*%G%¡ M%'!m % %̂R%2#N%6 ,"%0#F%8

. ,c%1#G%+%5 !"#L%a( %"#0%F X�%1%/ ,"!P#�%8
. ,e%;,Lu #Y%8 %"#0%F %H*%GXt'( ,�5,}%8

.3(�>*%� ,i#<Xt'( ,Y2,D%/ *%I%1#\!N !j#@X$'( !"#$%U K!U 3[%&@!&%� %i!+w%I ,i%0#'%8
.!¤(%E!&#'( M%'!m !)*%dX?'( %"#0%F x:!�%.#7%8

.!C%GX.'*!+ ,E,G#g%8 *%I%1#\!N ,-/!E%.#7%8
.*%\,d %"%A%G#'( ,�#8%1%+ *%I%1#\!N 9�(%2%\%7 !W#�!+ %"#0%F ,e,.#;%+*%F

.![%AXs%\,A#'( !i&%` K!U ,"%A#G%` *%\X`a 9H#2%/ X",L ,"%+*%<%.%`
.!^%.%</!1%_ K!' !^@!¥!1#<%R M%;%N !�,E,D#g%8

.%2,d *%A%L %K!<%+ .3(E@!y%L #EX@%]%.%/ #:%'
.!1%;%0#'( (%?%d K!U !j/!E%v#'( !"#$%U K!U 3(E@!y%L ,i#<Xt'( ,CX;%<%.%/ 

.9H#2%/ X",L K!P!+w%I ,EB@%�,8
.9E,S#g%8 ![%qw%q%5 !�(%2%\%7 !W#0%7 ,?#\,I !1%;%0#'( (%?%d K!U ,:@!F,8
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3
Idiomatic sentences in Arabic. 
Translate them into English. 

Then compare them with 
the sentences in English,

 page 30.
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.4�#@%+ (%?%d
.4"@!A%= 4�#@%+ (%?%d

. 4"@!A%= ,�#@0#'( (%?%d
.4E@!0%L ,"@!A%Q#'( ,�#@0#'( (%?%d

.!e@!U ,T,D#7%8 �!!?X'( ,"@!A%Q#'( ,�#@%0#'( %2,d (%?%d
.(%?%d !)*%0#'( ,n*%.#&!I - !)*%0#'( ,n*%.#&!I (%?%d

.K!\,U!E#G%/ �!?X'( !1%'%2#'( %W%I ,:X;%D%R%8
.,e,U!E#N%8 �!?X'( !1%'%2#'( %W%I ,:X;%D%R%8

,e,U!E#N%8 91%'%5 %W%I ,:X;%D%R%8
.,eXI,8 ,�!E#N%8 �!?X'( !1%'%2#'( %W%I ,:X;%D%R%8

.*%\,d %O!;%A#G%R !K!.X'( !�#`%8 !�#P%' - %[%]x;'( !c!?%d ,o,>#6%8 K!.X'(/�!?X'( *%`%8
.,e%' ,)*%.!D#'( (%?%d - 4)*%.!L ,e%'

.3[%AB;%G,I ,�#\!0#'( !�%P#@%'
 .4[%AB;%GI, !�#\!0#;!' %i#@%'

.,e,0,.#L%8 4o#>%6 K!'
.,e%GI ,:X;%D%.%/ 4�/!1%_ ,e%'

. !e!+ *%I ,�!E#N%8 h . %H#2%@#'%( 4EB��%.,I %2,d
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.![%\XP'( K!U 9�(XE%I %W%+>%8 !E%y#La( M%;%N ,E!U*%P,/
.9�*%],' %¦w%q B"%Fa( M%;%N ,�!E#G%/

! %Y*%.#P,&#'( (%?%d %"%A#=%8 *%I
.X"%F%8 h%5% %E%y#L%8 %i#@%' zK!' ,e%.#;,F*%I x",L (%?%d

. 9E@!y%D!+ *%\!.%\/!1XI T!I ,"%A#=%8 #:,S,.%\/!1%I
xT,s%R (*XI T!I) *XA!I %C%G#_%8 ,[X@!+%E%G#'( ,[%]x;'( !�%P#@%'

.xT�~%8 *%I M%;%N 4E!U*%P,I %2,d z!k!l#\%A#'( K!U %%i#@%'
.!�*X0x�'( %T!I ,�#=%E%� *%A%' 3*�2,.#&%I ,)*%0#'( %Y*%L #2%'

.3*<%;#],I ,)*%0#'( %Y*%L #2%'%5 !�*X0x�'( %T!I #§,E#v%R h
.!"%A%G#'( K!U ,e,;@!I%V *%S,7,>#1%/ K!.�'( ![%]x;'( %i#&%` ,o,>#1%/

.,e,0,.#D%` �!?X'( !o#>X1'( %i#&%` %Y2,0,.#D%R
.!C,.,D#'( %�#G%+ �!E%.#�%` ![%0%.#D%A#'( K!U *%`5,1%=%5

.3w@!;%F 3[%0#G%_ *%SxR1%=%5 %[%]x;'( !c!?%d ,o,>#6%8 ,�#8%1%+ *%I%1#\!N
.!1%;%0#'( K!U 9[%\/!1%I %E%0#L%8 !c!?%d #�%P#@%'
.!eB<%� K!U 3*�!t#v,I %Y2,L%8 h #Y%8 2,=#>%8

.!i#I%8 ,e#\!I %H#2%@#'( ,"%S#7%8 ,o#>X1'%(
.!C#GX$'( !"%A%G#'( (%?%d !"#y!A!+ %H2,<%/ #Y%8 #T!I, E%]#_%8 %2,d
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 3*�#G%+ *%A,S,�#G%+  !Y*%=#5Xl'( xC!�,/
 9�#G%+ M%'!m *%A,S,�#G%+ ,C,.#D%/

.9�#G%+ %W%I #:,S,�#G%+ ,:X;%D%.%/
. 9�(%2%\%7 !W#�!+ %"#0%F !e#@%;%N %Y*%L *%I M%;%N 4f#K%g #1,G%/ #:%'

.!e#@%;%N %2%,d *%I M%;%N 9f#K%g X",L #�,E#R,( . !Y*%D%A#'( (%?%d K!U 3*�#@%g #EB@%],R h
.#6!E,/ #:%' #H%8 %6(%>%8 %�@!G%/ #K%D!'  %"%A#G%/ #Y%8 !Y*%P#`!r( M%;%N

.,e%;%A%N %K!P%`%5 ,e%G%I ,:X;%D%.%/ %?%�%8 !C%.#D%A#'( M%'!m ,e,;@!I%V %"%�%6 *%I%1#\!N
.9T!D#A,I 9�#F%5 !)%E#F%8 K!U ,62,N%�%7

.%>*%S%` %"#@%' ,"%A#G%/ ,eX`a ,C%G#.%/
.![%A!;%D#'( !c!?%S!+ ,�#tx\'( !C#GX$'( %T!I

.!"%A%G#'( (%?%S!+ ,H*%@!<#'( !"#SXP'( %T!I %i#@%'
.%�%E%G%' 4Y#2%' ,e%' %i#@%' %f*%A#'( XY%8 *%S!;#&!t!' xH,a( !�%'*%F #2%'

.%�%E%N *%A%' ,e%' #",<%R #:%' #2%'
.%b%1/!E%Q#'( ,8%E#<%/ 2,d%5 %b%2#S%<#'( ,)%E#�%/

. %�%E#@%� ![%AXs %̈\,A#'( !c!?%d K!U 3(1%�%8 ,�!E#N%8 h
.,1#G%+ ,e#\!I !e%.#`%8 #:%' zh ? %^!;%A%N #T!I %�#@%S%.#`( !"%d

.%^%`*%D%I ,�#\,L #2%' %^!'%} ,"%G#U%8 h
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4
 Sentences in English.

 Translate them into Arabic. 
Then compare your translation with 
the vowelled sentences in Arabic, 

page 13.
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A boy opens a door -The boy opens the  door -  He opens the classroom door.  
The student writes a new lesson with a black pen.  
You (fs) sit on a chair in front of the teacher near the door.
She speaks with her colleague at work about her family. 
You (mp) are learning a new foreign language now. 
You (fs) know this woman well because she is your friend. 
I am reading this book because it is a good book.
Don’t you know (ms) (aren't you aware) that everything is possible?  
I live in a large beautiful house with my family in the countryside, not far from the city.
Children live with their parents. 
People work every day from morning till evening. 
I eat in the organization’s restaurant from Monday through Friday. 
I go to night/evening school twice a week, Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Some employees/functionaries travel a lot. 
I love my parents very much. My parents love me, too.
I take a bus to go to work 
The weather was beautiful yesterday.
They (fp) drink cold water.
I close the window because it is a little cold.
They (mp) start work early in the morning.
The train does not always arrive on time.
I can learn this language because it is not very difficult.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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I am standing up now.
I do my work with pleasure.
I study this language because I love it.
The teacher is standing in front of the pupils.
The train stops at the train station.
You (d) stop work in order to havea cup of coffee.
The teacher gives the student a book.
You (fp) are pleased today because you understood the lesson very well.
I am not afraid of anything nor of anyone.
You (mp) laugh because you are pleased. Aren't you?
He does not make too many mistakes when he speaks.
You (fp) sometimes go out when it is nice and not very cold.
I think that this restaurant is closed on Mondays.
The girl bought a beautiful dress for her mother, yesterday. Today she is buying a shirt for her father.
I ask someone - I ask nobody -I ask for someone - I ask the same question.
People drive slowly in town.
I want to learn this difficult language.
Is it possible to (may I) ask you a question?
I do something - I do nothing - I do everything - I do the same thing
This is all you (ms) said to me, no more no less.
He does not feel lonely because he lives with his large family and has many friends.
I found the book I wanted to buy.

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
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I hope it will be fine tomorrow.
I hope the train will arrive on time this morning.
He has to take a bus in order to go to work, because he does not have a car.
I am finishing the work I started at the beginning of this week.
The functionary has no right to work in two organizations at the same time.
He prefers coffee to tea, but his colleague prefers tea to coffee.
I would like to ask you a question.
The doctor told him: You are sick/ill because you smoke too much.
The mother does not leave her children alone at home.
I lost my key, but I found it where I left it.
When the child saw water in a blue cup, he thought that the water was blue.
The student answers the teacher’s question.
5I send a letter to my friend from time to time.
You (fs) send a beautiful gift to your parents.
I welcome my friend at the airport a three o’clock, this afternoon.
What is this beautiful voice I hear?
The child smiles at his mother when she is smiling at him.
The child plays with the dog in the garden.
I did not forget/I will not forget the nice letter he sent me a week ago.
I thank you very much for your lovely gift.
I find everything I search for.
People get of the bus when it stops.

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
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62
63
64
65
66
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6I stay home when it is raining.
Everything has become expensive these days.
6We breathe non-stop, without being aware of it.
7We (mp) walk fast when we are in a hurry.
We smell with the nose, just as we breathe from the nose
7The house where the light and the warmth of the sun enter, the doctor doesn’t. (Arabic proverb).
The mother tells her child: Don’t touch everything you see.
I have breakfast early in the morning before going to work.
I put everything in its place.
The mother takes her children to the park in order to play with other children.
I remember all the words I learn in class.
He sold all he has in his store. He has nothing left.
He did not return yet from his journey. - He no longer works here.
He came back a week ago, as far as I know.
I don’t leave the house in the morning before having breakfast.
We tire when work a lot.
I come to the class on time every day.
My colleague also comes on time, like me.
We sleep very little when we drink lots of coffee.
I get up early every day of the week.
People take a walk on Sundays in the park when it is fine.
The child looks at his mother who is smiling at him.  

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
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84
85
86
87
88
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The child pronounces each word easily and clearly.
The mother talks to her child.
  The child listens to what his mother tells him.
I have been waiting for a long time in this waiting room.
I invite my friends from time to time.
I accept your invitation to lunch with you tomorrow with pleasure.
I wash my hands before and after eating.
I taste food before eating it.
I wear light clothes in the summer  when the weather is hot.
I take a bath before going to bed.
I rest when I feel tired.
I met him a few years ago when I started work here.
We meet every day because we work in the same organization.
Thank you for introducing your friend to me.
He did not change much. He stayed as he was.
The weather changes very much in the autumn season in this country.
I change my clothes every day.
I have been residing in this country for seven years and three months.

89
90
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95
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5
Idiomatic sentences in English. 

Translate them into Arabic. 
Then compare them with 
the sentences in Arabic, 

page 20
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

 This is a house.
This is a beautiful house.
This house is beautiful.
This beautiful house is large.
This is the beautiful house in which I am living.
This is the door key - This door key.
I speak with the boy who knows me.    
I speak with the boy whom I know.
I speak with a boy I know.
I speak with the boy whose mother I  know.
I am the one who is studying this language - It is not you (fs) who are working here.
He has a book - This book is his.
The girl is not a teacher.
The girl has no teacher.
I have a lesson to write.
He has a friend to talk to.
He is late today. I do not know what is wrong with him.
He travels at the most four times a year.
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

He knows at least three languages.
How beautiful this dress is!
This is all you (ms) said to me, no more no less.
Their city is far more beautiful than ours.
The Arabic language is not as difficult as you think.
He is not at home. He is traveling, I think.
If the door had been open, I would not have gone out of the window.
Do not go out of the window, even if the door is closed.
He is studying the same language as his colleague at work.
You (mp) write the same exercise as us.
They (mp) found us in the bookstore buying some books.
When I started studying this language I found it a little difficult.
This is not the largest city in the country.
I hope I am not wrong about him.
The lesson today is easier than yesterday’s.
He is too young to do such hard work.
The spouses love each other.
They (md) write to each other.
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37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
 47
48
49
50
51

They speak to each other.
Nothing is any longer as it used to be a few years ago.
Don’t change anything in this place. Leave everything as it is.
Man has to work in order to live whether he likes it or not.
When his colleague entered the office, he started to speak with him and he forgot his work.
I will be back as soon as possible.
He gets tired because he works day and night.
It is hard to pronounce this word.
It is not easy to do this work.
If the mother had told her child that water had no color, he would  have known.
If she hadn’t told him, he wouldn’t have known.
He drinks his coffee while reading the newspaper.
I know nobody apart from you in this organization.
Did you finish your work. No, I did not finish it yet.
I would not do that if I were you.
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